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In the Supreme Court
of the

State of Utah
DEER TRAIL MINES,

Plaintiff and Respondent
vs.
LOUIS C. DELUKE,

Defendant and Appellant
and

Case No. 8459

LOUIS C. DELUKE,

Plaintiff and Appellant
vs.
JOHN W. WILHELM,

Defendant and Respondent

BRIEF OF APPELLANT

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Two cases, consolidated for trial, are involved in this
appeal. Case No. 971 was an unlawful detainer action brought
by Deer Trail Mines against Louis C. Deluke in which it was
alleged that Mr. Deluke was a tenant at will of what were
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known as the Greenhorn mining claim properties. Mr. Deluke
counterclaimed, seeking specific performance on an agreement
executed by the parties, an injunction against the sale or other
disposition of certain stock, and damages.
Case No. 992 was brought by Mr. Louis C. Deluke against
Mr. John W. Wilhelm to compel the transfer of certain stock
to Deluke, and to prohibit Wilhelm from exercising a proxy
to 408,745 shares of stock.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
The controversies involved in this Appeal stem from the
breach by Deer Trail Mines of an Agreement dated February
11, 1952, Defendant'S Exhibit A. This Agreement and two
other documents-a Special Warranty Deed, Defendant's Exhibit 16, and another Agreement, Defendant's Exhibit S-Aconstituted an out-of-court settlement of an action which had
been brought by Mr. Deluke in the Federal District Court for
the District of Utah, Civil Action No. 2048 (Tr. 171-173,
248-255). By the federal action Mr. Deluke had sought to
establish that Mr. Patrick T. Henry at the time of his death
owed Mr. Deluke, or held in trust for him, 1,100,000 shares
of stock in the Patrick T. Henry corporation (now known as
Deer Trail Mines) . (See Outline of Settlement Agreement,
Defendant's Exhibit B, and Stipulation and Dismissal With
Prejudice, Defendant's Exhibit 19). Mr. Patrick T. Henry
and Mr. Deluke had been associated for many years in various
ventures.
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The Agreements
A brief discussion of each of the three documents executed on February 11, 1952, will be helpful.

Defendant! s Exhibit S-A
This was an Agreement between Daisy W. Henry, individually and as Executrix of the Estate of Patrick T. Henry,
deceased, and John W. Wilhelm, Parties of the First Part,
and Louis C. Deluke, Party of the Second Part. It recited that
Mr. Deluke had made a claim against the Estate of Patrick
T. Henry and had filed the federal action to obtain 1,100,000
shares of stock, and that both Daisy W. Henry and John W.
Wilhelm were interested in the outcome of that court action.
Under this Agreement the following was accomplished: ( 1)
Mr. Deluke received 200,000 shares of the stock of Patrick
T. Henry Corporation (now known as Deer Trail Mines) in
full settlement of all claims he had against Mrs. Henry individually and as Executrix of said estate, and against Mr.
Wilhelm, including all liability arising out of the business
relationship and association between Mr. Deluke and Mr.
Henry while he was alive, and between Mr. Deluke and the
corporation and Mrs. Henry and Mr. Wilhelm; (2) Mrs.
Henry and Mr. Wilhelm released and discharged Mr. Deluke
from all claims and liability to either of them or to the Estate;
( 3) Mr. Deluke agreed to protect the corporation, Mrs. Henry
individually, and as Executrix of said Estate, and Mr. Wilhelm,
against claims by third parties arising out of loans or possible
loans negotiated by Mr. Deluke, the proceeds of which Mr.
Deluke had asserted were paid over or became the money of
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tither Mr. Patrick T. Henry, personally, or the Patrick T. Henry
Corporation.
Defendants Exhibit 16

This was a Special Warranty Deed signed by Mrs. Daisy
W. Henry, individually and as Executrix of said Estate, and
by Mr. John W. Wilhelm. It quit-claimed and released to
Mr. Deluke all of the right, title and interest of Mrs. Henry
and Mr. Wilhelm in a stock certificate for 408,745 shares of
stock of the Rainbo Gold Mines Corporation, which certificate
stood on the corporate records in the name of Irene Henry,
sister of Patrick T. Henry. The Grantors w~rranted title to
the certificate against all persons claiming through or under
any one of them, and covenanted that they had not done, or
suffered to be done, anything to imperil, change or encumber
the certificate.
At one time, prior to the Agreement of February 11, 1952,
Mr. WUhelm held and voted a proXy for the 408,745 shares
of Rainbo stock. At another time, subsequent ~o February 11,
1952, Mr. Wilhelm a,.gain obtained a proxy to vote the 408,745
shares. (See Waiver & Proxy dated August 12, 1954, Plaintiff's Exhibit 4).
While this Appeal has been pending, Mr. Deluke, after
expending considerable time and money, ·has made arrangements whereby he expects to purchase all rights to the 408,745
shares of stock. If he is successful in purchasing all rights to
the 408,745 shares of Raibo stock, that stock and other shares
which he now has probably will give him the control of that
.\ corporatio; that he sought. to -obtain by- the Agreement of

7/I ~

_________.... G
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February_.ll, 1952, under which he expected to receive a total
- '""'/__ , _

of 441,000 shares of the ~ock.

--···---

Defendant's Exhibit A
This Agreement was executed by Deer Trail
merly Patrick T. Henry Corporation, and Louis
In the first three paragraphs o~ this Agreement,
Mines agr~ed to sell, convey and transfer to Mr.
following:

Mines, forC. Deluke.
Deer Trail
Deluke the

\

1. Mining claims known as SJ-reenhorn property; for

$50,000.
2. 400,000 shares of stock of Rainbo Mines Corporation,
for $24,000.
·
3. Claims of Deer Trail Mines again~t ~ainbq Gold Mines
Corporation for $25,000.
In Paragraph 4, the Purchaser, Mr. Deluk~, agreed to pay
$99,000 in installments a~ therein proyided, .and· to pay taxes
and assessments on the Greenhorn prop~rties during the life
of the Ag'reement. Subparagraph C of this Paragraph relates
to a separate matter, _namely the lea~ing by Mr. Deluk~ of
certain mifling claims .Known as the Carisa properties for .99
years.
In Paragraph 5: Dee! ,T-rail Mines "in consideration of th~ ~
aforesaid promises and agreements. of the Purchaser" agreed as '
follows:
-

A. To deliver Special warranty Deed to Greenhorn
properties to be placed in escrow and deliver.ed to Purchaser upon payment of $30,000 as provided in Paragraph 4A( d).
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B. To deliver 113,000 shares of Rainbo stock to be
placed in escrow and delivered to Purchaser as follows:
$50,000 shares upon payment of $15,000 as provided
in Paragraph 4 A (a) ; 63,000 shares upon payment of
$10,000 as provided in Paragraph 4 A(b).

--~

-C. "To quit claim to purchaser on the lOth day of
May, 1952, Forty-one thousand shares of the capital
stock of Rainbo Gold Mines Corp., shown on the books
of said corporation as the property of Patrick T. Henry.
Vendor represents that this Forty-one Thousand shares
was assigned to Vendor by Daisy W. Henry, executrix
of the Estate of Patrick T. Henry and will warrant title
to said stock against all acts affecting title to said stock
, by Vendor to Daisy W. Henry."
-D. To deliver an assignment of 287,000 shares of
Rainbo stock then held in escrow in Delaware pursuant
to an agreement with the Securities and Exchange Commission. This assignment to be placed in escrow and
delivered to Purchaser upon payment of $35,000 as
provided in Paragraph 4 A (c). "Said assignment to
include an agreement allowing Purchaser to vote said
stock."
E. To release all claims Vendor had or might have
had against Purchaser on the date of the agreement.

F. To assign to Purchaser on May 10, 1952, all claims
which Vendor had against Rainbo Gold Mines corporation.
G. To lease to Purchaser all land and mining claims
which belong to the Carisa Gold Mines Corp. on the
25th day of September, 1951, on the terms and conditions as set forth in Paragraph 4 C of the Agreement.
Said lease to be executed on or before the 1Oth day of
May, 1952.
H. To deliver possession and control of Greenhorn
properties to Purchaser on February 11, 1952.
8
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Another part of this Agreement-Par. 7a-provided that
Mr. Deluke should have first chance to lease or sell certain
mining claims known as the V aldasia properties.

Breach by Deer Trail Mines
By Paragraph 5 C of the Agreement, Deer Trail Mines
agreed to quit claim to Mr. Deluke 41,000 shares of Rainbo
stock "shown on the books of said corporation as the property
of Patrick T. Henry." In the second sentence of that paragraph
Deer Trail Mines expressly represented "that this Forty-one
Thousand shares was assigned to Vendor by Daisy W. Henry,
executrix of the Estate of Patrick T. Henry,'' and Deer Trail
Mines agreed to ''warrant title to said stock against all acts
affecting title to said stock by Vendor or Mrs. Daisy W. Henry.
Instead of complying with Paragraph 5 C, Deer Trail
Mines submitted a document entitled "Quitclaim of Interest"
(Plaintiffs Exhibit 8) by which it proposed to assign, sell,
set over and transfer to Mr. Deluke the following:

" * * * all right which it may have to the stock of
the Rainbo Gold Mines Corporation of Delaware ~-~ich
stood in the name of Patrick T. Henry on the books
of Rainbow Gold Mines Corporation of Delaware and
which was not during the lifetime of Patrick T. Henry
escrowed under order of the Security Exchange Commission. This grant to cover any and all stock owned
by Patrick T. Henry as street shares or issued in his
own name as owner.
The "Quitclaim of Interest" also provided:
"IT IS SPECIFICALLY UNDERSTOOD by Grantor
and Grantee that Grantor does not represent or warrant
!)
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~I

that said stock is in existence or that any particular
number of shares can be shown by the books of the
Rainbo Gold Mines Corporation of Delaware as actually belonging to Patrick T. Henry, deceased.
"Gr9-ntor does hereby warrant that neither., it nor
Daisy W. Henry, Executrix orthe Estate of Patrick
T. Henry, deceased, have in any way transferred, sold,
exchanged or hypothecated any of said stock and agrees
to hold harmless Grantee against any person claiming
through Daisy W. Henry, Executrix of the Estate of
Patrick T. Henry, deceased, or Grantor."

The proffered "Quitclaim of Interest" was rejected by Mr.
Deluke who, by letter of May 15, 1953, (Defendant's Exhibit
B), notified Mr. Wilhelm, President of Deer Trail Mines, as
follows:
"As the duties and obligations required to be performed and fulfilled by the Deer Trail Mines upon
my April 15th payment have not yet been carried out
as per agreement, it is not considered proper to continue making further payments until same has been
done.
"I trust you will work upon this matter.
"In the meantime, however, I am enclosing check
for $100 towards payment which will be made after
the terms of above have been completed."
In response to a "Notice" dated August 3, 1953, sent to
Deer Trail Mines by Mr. Deluke's attorney requesting that
the 41,000 shares of stock be identified, (Plaintiff's Exhibit 7),
Deer Trail Mines explained in a letter dated August 7, 1953,
(Plaintiff's Exhibit C), that it was "unable to furnish accurate
information concerning the 41,000 shares of Rainbo Gold
Mines Corporation of Delaware stock to which Deer Trail

.10
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Mines agreed to quitclaim to Louis C. Deluke." It was further
explained that no certificates could be located, and that a
"portion of the shares were, it is our understanding, in the
form of certificates endorsed in blank" and that "it appears
that a part of the stock is represented by Certificates 577 and
579." Certificates 577 and 579 were for 37,700 shares and
were part of the 287,700 shares which were in escrow in
Delaware and which, under Paragraph 5 D of the Agreement,
Deer Trail Mines had agreed to assign to Mr. Deluke upon
payment of $35,000."
Amendment of Decree

After the appeal had been perfected counsel for Mr.
Deluke called to the attention of the court the fact that blanks
in the Findings of Fact and the Decree had not been filled in
and that an error had been made in ordering Deer Trail Mines
to deposit a certificate of 113,000 shares. After obtaining
leave of this Court the decree was amended to substitute the
figure of 57,298 for the figure of 113,000 because Mr. Deluke
had already received from Deer Trail Mines a certificate for
55,702 shares of Rainbo stock.
The blank spaces in the Findings of Fact and in the Decree
related to defective stock certificates for 16,515 shares of
Rainbo stock which were tendered by Deer Trail Mines as
part performance of its obligation to quit claim 41,000 shares
of stock. These certificates had been returned to Deer Trail
Mines by the Secretary of Rainbo because of the defects.
In most instances the certificates were improperly signed or
there was no proof of the death of one of two joint tenants.

11
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(See letter of Mr. G. Hal Taylor to Deer Trail Mines dated
July 10, 1953, and attached certificates, Plaintiff's Exhibit E.)
At the time of the hearing before the district court on
the matter of correcting and amending the judgment, Mr.
Deluke accepted the defective certificates for what they were
worth, to be applied toward Deer Trail Mines' obligation
under the Agreement, but with the express understanding and
condition that he did not thereby acknowledge or agree that
the reasonable value of the shares represented by those cer·
tificates, or of any unencumbered shares of stock in Rainbo,
was 10c a share. Mr. Deluke's written acceptance of these
defective shares is part of the record in this case.

STATEMENT OF POINTS
I. The Court erred in neither awarding damages nor granting specific performance after finding that Deer Trail Mines
had failed to perform.

II. The Court's Findings, Conclusions and Decree constituted an improper rewriting of the contract and improperly
imposed additional obligations upon Mr. Deluke not contemplated by the parties when the Agreement was signed.

ARGUMENT
I
THE COURT ERRED IN NEITHER AWARDING
DAMAGES NOR GRANTING SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
AFTER FINDING THAT DEER TRAIL MINES HAD
FAILED TO PERFORM.
1~
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The Court found that Deer Trail Mines had failed to
perform under the provision of the Agreement which required
that it quit claim to Mr. Deluke 41,000 shares of Rainbo stock
··shown on the books of said corporation as the property of
Patrick T. Henry," and which were specifically represented to
have been assigned to Vendor by Daisy W. Henry executrix
of the Estate of Patrick T. Henry." In its decision of May 21,
1955, the court found as follows:
That all conditions of the contract of February 11,
1952, * * * were satisfied by both parties to and including May 10, 1952, except that Deer Trail Mines
had not on that date quitclaimed to Louis C. Deluke
41,000 shares shown on the books of the corporation
as the property of Patrick T. Henry, * * *
That before Louis Deluke is required to make any
further payment provided for in said contract he is
entitled to have assigned to him and placed in escrow
for him or made available for such escrow certificates
of stock covering all shares owned by John W. Wilhelm or the Deer Trail Mines in the Rainbo Gold
Mines Corporation of Delaware up to 41,000. In case
John W. Wilhelm and the Deer Trail Mines are owners
of less than 41,000 shares in said corporation, they shall
either procure and assign to Louis C. Deluke sufficient
further shares to make a total of 41,000 shares or
credit Louis Deluke on his payment now due the Company with any deficiency at the rate of 10c per share.
In its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decree, dated
September 20, 1955, the Court found as follows:
1. The court finds that the Deer Trail Mines has performed all of the conditions and obligations encumbered [incumbent J upon it and which grow out of that
certain contract * * * with the exception of the quit

1:3
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claim deed for 41,000 shares of stock of the Rainbo
Gold Mines Corporation of Delaware which was required * * * (Finding of Fact No. 1.)
3. * * * The court finds that an equitable solution
to the present dispute between the parties to this suit
should require that Deer Trail Mines obtain for Louis
C. Deluke all stock owned personally by John W.
Wilhelm and that such stock should be credited against
the shortage created by the duplication of certificate
# 579 and # 577. That if the stock thus obtained by
Deer Trail Mines does not amount to or exceed 41,000
shares then and in that event the court finds that an
equitable solution should require Deer Trail Mines to
credit Louis C. Deluke on the payments due under
the contract of February 11, 1952, with the sum of
ten cents per share on each share which Deer Trail
Mines shall be deficient* * * (Finding of Fact No.3.)

In Finding of Fact No. 2 the court erroneously found that
the parties had agreed that the "reasonable value" of Rainbo
stock was 10c per share, and in Finding of Fact No. 6 it
erroneously found that "neither party has suffered damage
to which this court of equity should award judgment." In
Finding of Fact No. 7 the court specifically found as follows:
The court specifically finds that the defendant, Louis
C. Deluke, will be fully recompensed for any delay
which has been occasioned in his receipt of the quit
claim deed for 41,000 shares of the stock of the Rainbo
Gold Mines Corporation of Delaware by the transfer
of all of such stock available to Deer Trail Mines and/or
John W. Wilhelm and the payment to him of a sum
calculated at ten cents per share for any deficiency
between the total of 41,000 shares and the number of
shares furnished to make up the amount to be quit
claimed * * * .

1-!
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When the above quoted findings are read with the court's
finding, set out in the Memorandum attached to its decision
of May 21, 1955, that the 41,000 shares in question when added
to the 400,000 shares which were in escrow and which were
to be transferred to Mr. Deluke, "would have given Deluke
practical control of the Company without which there would
appear to be no justification for the venture" (emphasis added),
it will be seen that the court neither ordered specific performance nor the payment of damages. It recognized that Mr. Deluke
was seeking control of Rainbo corporation and that the 41,000
shares to be quit claimed would have given him "practical
control," but in its final decision it did not require Deer Trail
Mines to obtain for Mr. Deluke any stock other than that
held by Mr. Wilhelm and it specifically refused to award
any damages, even nominal damages. While the court in its
decision of May 21, 1955, said that if Mr. Wilhelm and
Deer Trail Mines did not together have 41,000 shares they
should either procure further shares or credit Mr. Deluke
with 10c per share, in its final decision the court did not require
Deer Trail Mines to obtain Rainbo stock from persons other
than Wilhelm in order to make up the total of 41,000 shares.
Having found that Deer Trail Mines was in default and
did not have sufficient shares of Rainbo stock standing in
the name of Patrick T. Henry to take care of its obligation
under Paragraph 5 C of the Agreement, and having found
that Mr. Deluke was seeking control of Rainbo and that a
quit claim of the 41,000 shares would have given him "practical control," the court should have ordered specific performance or awarded damages. It did neither. It ordered Deer

L"J
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Trail Mines to make available to Mr. Deluke such shares
as it and Mr. Wilhelm had and to pay Mr. Deluke lOc a
share for the amount of the deficiency. The 1Oc a share was
not by way of damages for failure to quit claim to Mr. Deluke
sufficient shares to give him control of the corporation. Instead,
the 10c represented what the court erroneously found was the
cgreed "reasonable value" of the stock, and, further, was to
compensate Mr. Deluke for the "delay" that had been oc.
casioned.
As the result of the Court's decision, Mr. Deluke finds
that he does not have as much stock as he bargained for under
the Agreement, and he has been denied damages for the
failure of Deer Trail Mines to perform and quit claim to
him enough shares to give him "practical control"-without
which, to quote from the court's decision of May 21, 1955,
"there would appear to be no justification for the venture."
Such a result cannot be called an "equitable solution."
Where the purpose and effect of a contract for the sale
of corporate stock is to enable the purchaser to gain control
of a corporation or to prevent the control of the corporation
by antagonistic interests, equity may intervene and grant specific
performance on the theory of the inadequacy of the remedy
~t law for damages. 49 Am. Jur. 155, Specific Performance
§ 132. The following statement of the general rule will be
found in 22 ALR page 1032:
Broadly speaking, the question whether or not a
contract for the sale of stock of a private corporation
will be specifically enforced in American jurisdictions
depends upon the adequacy of the remedy at law. Con·
sequently, the rule is that such a contract will not be
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specifically enforced where the remedy at law is adequate, but that specific performance will be decreed
where there are special or peculiar circumstances which
would render a remedy at law inadequate, provided,
of course, that the contract is valid and binding.
In O'Neill v. Webb, 78 Mo. App. 1, the court had before
it an agreement to transfer stock sufficient to make the trans-

feree's holding equal to one half the entire stock. In granting
specific performance the court said:
It is contended that full relief may be had in damages.
We grant that ordinarily specific performance of a contract for the transfer of corporate stock will be denied.
But we think this is a proper case for the relief asked.
It is an exceptional case. It will be noticed that the
contract contemplates not merely the transfer to defendant of three shares of stock, but that he shall
transfer stock sufficient that plaintiff shall be the owner
of one half of the entire stock. The words of the contract are 'one half of all the stock' of the corporation.
It so happens, in this case, that, added to what stock
plaintiff owned and which was retransferred to him
as directed by the contract, it only required the transfer
of three more shares to put plaintiff into the ownership
of one half of all. But the chief value would not be
the money value of the three shares, but rather the
power and influence it would give plaintiff in the
management and direction of the corporation. By becoming owner of one half of the stock, plaintiff would
be enabled to check any proposed management of
the company's affairs which he might think was detrimental. And so it appears clear to us that this is not
like a case where one should merely seek the compulsory transfer of some shares of stock, which would
only have the effect of putting him into possession
and ownership of such shares the loss of which might
readily be made good by damages in the shape of
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the money value of such stock. We think, therefore,
that the case is exceptional, and that plaintiff has no
adequate remedy at law.
In the case of Johnson v. Johnson, 87 Colo. 207, 286 P.
109, the court held that where a corporation was a closed one
with stock having no fixed or market value and not quoted in
commercial reports or sold upon the stock boards, and the
shares in question were essential to the control of the corporation, an action for damages for breach of contract of sale
would not afford adequate relief and therefore a suit for
specific performance would lie. See 130 ALR 928; Gilfallan
v. Gilfallan, (Calif. 1914) 141 P. 623; Eckley v. Daniel, et al.,
193 Fed. 279; Wood v. Kansas City Home Telephone Co., (Mo.
1909) 123 S. W. 6; Corbin on Contracts, Sec. 1329; Byers v.
Denver CircleR. Co.; 13 Colo. 566, 22 P. 951; Sherman v. Herr,
220 Pa. 420, 69 Atl. 899; Sherwood v. Wallin, 1 Cal. App. 532,
82 P. 566; note in 22 ALR at page 1032; and 4 Pomeroy's Equity
Jurisprudence (5th Ed.) Sec. 1402, p. 1035.
In his counterclaim Mr. Deluke prayed for specific performance or damages. The Court ordered only partial performance-to the extent that Deer Trail Mines and Mr. Wilhelm had stock-and denied that Mr. Deluke had suffered any
damage. In another part of this brief we discuss the erroneous
finding of the court that the parties had agreed upon a "reasonable value" of 10c a share for the stock. Even if that had been
the agreement of the parties, however, the question of damages
suffered by Mr. Deluke did not involve simply the "money
value" of the stock as referred to in the case of O'Neill v.
Webb, supra, but "rather the power and influence it would
l!ive * * * in the management and direction of the

lS
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corporation." Failure of a promisor to deliver the last few
shares necessary to give control, or practical control, of a corporation may result in damages hundreds or thousands of
times greater than the money value of those few shares.
Sections 328 and 329 of the Restatement of the Law of
Contracts provide:
Sec. 328. Where a right of action for breach exists,
but no harm was caused by the breach, or the amount
of harm caused thereby is not substantial or is not so
established that compensatory damages will be given
under the rule stated in Sec. 329, judgment will be
given for nominal damages, a small sum fixed without
regard to the amount of harm.
Sec. 329. Where a right of action for breach exists,
compensatory damages will be given for the net amount
of the losses caused and gains prevented by the defendant's breach, in excess of savings made possible,
if established in accordance with the rules stated in
Sec. 330-346.
In the Comment under Sec. 329 it is pointed out that
the injury caused by a breach may include much more than the
value of the promised performance itself. The breach may
prevent not only the making of direct gain, it may also prevent
the making of additional gains from other and more remote
transactions, and compensatory damages for such consequential injuries are given, within the limits specified in Sees.
330-346.
The district court simply disposed of the matter of dam\: ages with statements that "neither side is entitled to be awarded
1 any damage" (decision of May 21, 1955) and that "neither
l party has suffered damage to which this court of equity should
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award judgment" (Finding of Fact No. 6). The court did not
say that damage caused by the breach was not foreseeable
(Sec. 330) , that the evidence did not afford a sufficient basis
for estimating the amount (Sec. 331) , or that Mr. Deluke
could have foreseen and avoided the damage to him by reason2ble effort without undue risk, expense or humiliation (Sec.
336). In the Comment under Sec. 329 it is recognized that
"various difficulties" involved in an effort to put the injured
party is as good condition as he was before the breach frequently make it impracticable to attain its purpose with any
near approach to exactness. Application of the rules set out
in Sections 330-346 "requires the use of more judicial discretion than is usually the case." We submit that the court
improperly ignored the evidence in the case as to damages and
committed reversible error in not awarding any damages.
Another point bearing upon the matter of control of
the corporation was the fact that on the same date that the
Agreement was signed, Mr. Wilhelm and Mrs. Daisy W.
Henry executed a Special Warranty Deed (defendant's Exhibit No. 16) transferring to Mr. Deluke all their right, title
and interest in a missing stock certificate for 408,745 shares
of Rainbo stock which stood on the records of the corporation in the name of Irene Henry, sister of Patrick T. Henry.
In its final decision the Court found that Mr. Wilhelm had
obtained a proxy to vote the 408,745 shares of the stock
and it enjoined Deer Trail Mines and Mr. Wilhelm from voting the proxy for that stock so long as Mr. Deluke should
perform under the terms and conditions of the Agreement.
(Finding of Fact No. 5 and Paragraph 4 of the Decree).
20
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While this Appeal has been pending Mr. Deluke, at considerable cost in time and money, has succeeded in making arrangements to purchase the 408,745 shares of stock, the certificate
having been located. In view of the fact that the district
court did not award complete specific performance it was
necessary for Mr. Deluke to spend time and money in making
arrangements to purchase that stock and ensure his control
of the corporation-control that he bargained to get when the
Agreement of February 11, 1952, was executed. We submit that
the cost to Mr. Deluke in time, effort and money making arrangements to purchase that stock constitutes part of the
damages suffered by him because of failure of Deer Trail
Mines to perform under the contract.
We submit that the trial court committed reversible error
m neither awarding damages or complete specific performance,
and that the cases should be returned to that court with instructions to determine whether complete specific performance
is possible, and, if not, to determine the amount of damages
to be assessed in favor of Mr. Deluke.

II

THE COURT'S FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND
DECREE CONSTITUTED AN IMPROPER REWRITING
OF THE CONTRACT AND IMPROPERLY IMPOSED
ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS UPON MR. DELUKE NOT
CONTEMPLATED BY THE PARTIES WHEN THE
AGREEMENT WAS SIGNED.
21
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The effect of the district court's Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decree, was to rewrite the Agreement
between the parties and to impose upon Mr. Deluke obligations and duties not within the contemplation of the parties
when the Agreement was signed. The following provisions in
effect were added to the Agreement:
1. That "the parties had agreed that the reasonable
value of the Rainbo Gold Mines Corporation of Delaware stock was the sum of ten cents per share." (Finding of Fact No. 2.)

2. That Mr. Deluke would be "fully recompensed"
for any delay occasioned in his receipt of the quit
claim deed for 41,000 shares of Rainbow stock "by
the transfer of all of such stock available to Deer Trail
Mines and/or John W. Wilhelm and the payment to
him of a sum calculated at ten cents per share for the
deficiency"-in effect the court finds that there had
been an agreement as to liquidated damages. (Finding
of Fact No. 7.)

3. That Deer Trail Mines should be relieved of its
obligation to quit claim to Mr. Deluke 41,000 shares
of Rainbo stock, and required only to transfer such
shares as were available to it and Mr. Wilhelm without payment of any damages for its failure to perform.
4. That Mr. Deluke should have only 30 days from
the date of the Court's decree in which to make all
payments which would have become due under the
Agreement if there had been no breach by Deer Trail
Mines.
5. That if Mr. Deluke did not make said payments
within 30 days "Deer Trail Mines shall be entitled to
forfeit in accordance with the terms of the agreement
of February 11, 1952, all rights which Louis C. Deluke
22
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was to receive under and by virtue of the terms of said
agreement.''

There was no agreement as to rrreasonable value" of the
stock.
The finding of the trial court that the parties had agreed
that the "reasonable value" of Rainbo stock was 10c a share
is clearly at variance with all of the testimony in the record.
Mr. G. Hal Taylor, who was Mr. Deluke's attorney when the
Agreement was signed, testified that "There was no valuation
made of the stock" (Tr. 196); that in the initial negotiations
the price of 10c a share was initially set on the stock" (Tr.
190-191); that "it was agreed that the price of ten cents
would be set upon the stock for the purpose of the negotiation" (Tr. 196); that in effect the 10c a share was an "agreed
price" on the basis of which the stock would be sold in settlement of the differences between Mr. Deluke and Mr. Wilhelm
(Tr. 196-197). Mr. Deluke testified that when it was found
that Deer Trail Mines could not deliver about 40,000 shares of
ihe stock and could only give a quit claim deed to the 41,000
shares represented as standing in the name of Patrick T. Henry
there was a "nominal acceptance of the value which had nothing
whatsoever to do with the value" and the amount of the purchase price was reduced from $103,000 to $99,000 (Tr. 273274). He also testified that the 10-cent per share reduction,
~ totalling $4,000 was to compensate him because he was not
receiving the actual shares but only the "book ownership" of
the 41,000 shares (Tr. 275-276).
Under direct examination by his counsel, Mr. Wilhelm
testified as follows:
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Q. Now, in these conversations concerning the
440,000 shares which were originally discussed, do you
recall whether or not Mr. Deluke and you discussed
the allowance to be made to him for the inability of
Deer Trail Mines to furnish the 440,000 shares as
was originally contemplated? (Emphasis added.)
A. Previous to the signed agreement, yes, sir.

Q. What was that discussion?
A. Well, that's where we settled it on the basis of
settling it at 400,000 and at that time signed an agreement he would have to decide if he wanted what was
left of what I could furnish at 10 cents over or under
and that was agreed upon. (Tr. 314.)
We submit that the testimony clearly indicates that the
parties did not agree upon a "reasonable value" to be placed
upon Rainbo stock. Whether the 10-cent figure was an agreed
upon price to be used in the negotiations of the differences
of the parties in 1952, or whether it was to compensate Mr.
Deluke for the fact that he was getting only the "book ownership" of the 41,000 acres, is immaterial at this time. It is
significant to point out that there is nothing whatsoever in
the Agreement itself indicating an agreement between the
parties as to the "reasonable value" of Rainbo stock, which had
~ par value of $1.00 per share.
The erroneous finding of the court that the parties had
agreed upon the "reasonable value" of the stock led the court
into further error. The court's finding that Mr. Deluke had
suffered no damage for which the could should award judgment unquestionably was influenced by its finding of agreement as to reasonable value. Further confusion was added when
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the court found that if Deer Trail Mines .credited Mr. Deluke
with the sum of lOc per share for the number of shares of the
deficiency he would be "fully recompensed for any delay that
has been occasioned." The conclusion seems inescapable that
the erroneous finding of agreement as to "reasonable value"
solved all of the problems for the district court. It paved the
way for the court to order partial specific performance and
to refuse to award damages for the failure of Deer Trail
Mines to quit claim the full 41,000 shares of stock which Mr.
Deluke had bargained for and which he needed to give him
"practical control" of the company. The finding as to agreement on "reasonable value" was used by the court to dispose
of the point that Mr. Deluke was entitled to compensation for
the "delay" that had been "occasioned in his receipt of the
quit claim deed for 41,000 shares." It strongly appears that
the erroneous finding as to agreement on "reasonable value"
is the pivotal point upon which the court's entire Findings,
Conclusions and Decree turned.

1

In a manner the court treated the alleged agreement as
to value as an agreement for liquidated damages in the event
of a breach by Deer Trail Mines with reference to the 41,000
shares of stock. Although the court said Mr. Deluke had
suffered no damages for which it could award judgment, it
said that Mr. Deluke should receive an allowance of the
"reasonable value" of each share of the deficiency, and that if
such allowance was given on the purchase price Mr. Deluke
would be "fully recompensed" for the delay that had been
occasioned.
Mr. Deluke's explanation that he was allowed 10c a
25
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share for each share for which he was to receive only "book
ownership," rather th~n certificates representing actual shares,
is the most logical one. Certainly there is nothing in the record
to indicate that the parties attached no value whatsoever to
the 41,000 shares to be quitclaimed. If the parties had agreed
upon a "reasonable value" of lOc a share, the allowance of a
$4,000 cut in the purchase price would be consistent only
wtth a situation where Deer Trail Mines found that it was
40,000 shares short. Instead of that, Deer Trail Mines found
that it could only give a quit claim deed to 41,000 shares, which
it represented stood on the books in the name of Patrick T.
Henry and which it further represented had actually been
assigned to it by Mrs. Daisy W. Henry, executrix of her hus·
band's estate. The $4,000 reduction in the purchase price was
to compensate Mr. Deluke for the difference in value of
actual transfer of 41,000 shares and a quit claim deed to that
number of shares represented to actually exist but for which
certificates could not be located.
We submit that the court's finding as to agreement by the
parties upon a "reasonable value" figure of 10c a share is
contrary to and finds no support whatsoever in the record of
this case. The reliance of the court upon its finding of such
agreement was prejudicial to Mr. Deluke and constituted re·
versible error.

There was no agreement as to liquidated damages based
upon a t·easonab/e tJa/ue figu,·e of 10c per share.
The essence of the finding of the court that Mr. Deluke
would be "fully recompensed" for any delay occasioned in
receiving a quit claim deed to the 41,000 by the transfer of

1
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such stock as was available to Deer Trail Mines and Mr.
Wilhelm up to 41,000 shares, and by the payment of lOc per
share for the deficiency, is to hold in effect that the parties
had agreed upon the measure and amount of damages in the
event of a default by Deer Trail Mines. Such a finding amounts
to a determination that the parties had agreed upon liquidated
damages in the event of dfault.
The error and inconsistency in the court's decision is evident when it is noted that in one breath it says neither party
suffered damage, and in the next breath it says Mr. Deluke
would be "fully recompensed" for the deficiency in number
of shares and for the delay that had been occasioned by the
allowance of lOc a share, which, the court said, the parties
had agreed was the "reasonable value" of the stock.

If Mr. Deluke was entitled to compensation for the
delay occasioned by Deer Trail Mines, it must have been
because he was entitled to damages. What could compensation
for delay caused by the breach by Deer Trail Mines be if it
wasn't an allowance for damages? The reasoning of the district
court must have been something like this: the use of the lOc
a share figure during the initial negotiations was an agreement
by the parties as to the money value of the stock to be used
in the event of a failure to perform; and inasmuch as the
parties have agreed upon such value the allowance of lOc a
. share will adequately compensate Mr. Deluke for both the
missing shares and for the delay occasioned by the breach.
The court stated that it had been "compelled to seek some
1 sort of a practical solution" and that its decision "could hardly
1 be said to be either for or against either party." The difficulty
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with the court's decision is that to reach that practical solutio1
it had to write into the contract an agreement as to reasonabi
value of the stock and an agreement that such reasonabl1
value should be the measure of damages in the event of:
breach. We submit that its findings and conclusions to tha
effect are erroneous and constitute reversible error.
Even if it could be said the court was properly exercisinl
jurisdiction to reform the contract, it was error for it to adc
provisions which the parties had not agreed upon and whid
had never been contemplated by the parties. Williston poinh
out that the province of reformation is to make a writin1
express the bargain which the parties desired to put in writing
and that "agreements of which they did not desire writter
expression will not be put into writing by decree of the court.'
Williston on Contracts, Section 1549.

In effect the court rewrote the provision stipulating thal
Deer Trail Mines would quit claim 41,000 acres.
In the concluding paragraph of the Memorandum attache(
to the court's decision of May 21, 1955, it stated:
While the foregoing decision casts a greater burder
on the Deer Trail Mines and John W. Wilhelm thar
they contracted for had they been able to show th1
41,000 shares in question on the books of the Company
the making up of said shares is in the Courrs opinio~
not um·easonable compensation to Deluke for thet
inability to do so. (Emphasis added.)
The "making up of said shares" referred to by the cou1
was neither full specific performance, nor was it by way o
damages. In effect the court rewrote Paragraph 5 C of th
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~t:~l\greement to provide that Deer Trail Mines and Mr. Wilhelm
,:·\hould be available to Mr. Deluke as many shares as they had,
~t.tp to 41,000, and allow him 10c a share for the number of

~:\hares deficient.
~~

Mr. Deluke didn't contract for whatever number of
shares, up to 41,000, that Mr. Wilhelm and Deer Trail Mines
could find. He contracted for a quit claim deed to a definite
· number, 41,000 shares, specifically represented to be on the
~·:books in the name of Patrcik T. Henry and specifically reprelsented to have been assigned to Deer Trail Mines by Mrs.
8:Daisy W. Henry, executrix of the Patrick T. Henry estate.
or. (Counsel for Deer Trail Mines acknowledged that the contract
,; ::had been carefully prepared after weeks of negotiations)

Imi.

· (Tr. 211.)
In the face of a finding that Deer Trail Mines had breached
'" an important and material provision of the Agreement, the
r. court held that Mr. Deluke was not entitled to damages, and
. that it would not be "unreasonable compensation" to him
-·-to receive partial performance and the allowance of an
1
~: "agreed" value of the missing shares. In order to reach this
.:. result the court had to insert into the contract an agreement
~-as to value that never existed and to write anew the obligation
11
; of Deer Trail Mines with reference to the 41 000 shares of
~~I
'
~ ,_·stock. Cleary, this was reversible error.
,ui"

/ul1_·

it~

The court wrote a new time schedule that was unfair to J\1r.
Deluke.

The court ordered that Mr. Deluke pay within 30 days

jl from the date of its decree all payments that would have
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become due had there not been a breach of the agreement by
Deer Trail Mines. This holding ignored the adverse effect upon
Mr. Deluke of the breach by Deer Trail Mines.
It must · have been obvious to all of the parties at the
time the Agreement was executed that Mr. Deluke expected
to meet the schedule of payments set up therein out of moneys
received from two sources: ( 1) investments by others when
he could demonstrate that he had, or would acquire, control
of Rainbo stock, and ( 2) from the sale of ores produced from
the properties.

Paragraph 4 A of the Agreement provided that Mr.
Deluke should pay $15,000 by May 10, 1952, and $10,000 by
February 10, 1953. In addition, he was to pay a total of $44,000
by way of payments of $2,500 each six months starting July 1,
1953, "or an amount equal to 10 per cent of the net smelter
returns on all ore shipped," whichever was the greater. The
last payment, of $30,000, was due by February 10, 1967. The
schedule of payments as to part of the $15,000, the sum of
$10,000 and one of the $2,500 payments was revised by
Memorandum Agreement of the parties dated January 14, 1953,
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 10) .
Despite the adverse effect upon Mr. Deluke's plans to
obtain finances and develop the mining properties of Deer
Trail Mines breach and the litigation instituted by it, the court
ordered Mr. Deluke to bring the payments under the Agree·
ment current within 30 days after the date of its decree. It is
a principle of fundamental justice that one who is the cause
of a failure of performance cannot take advantage of his
failure. Williston on Contracts, Section 677, pages 1952-1953.
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We submit that it was unfair, and reversible error, for
he court to penalize Mr. Deluke because of the breach comaitted by Deer Trail Mines. In support of this we call attention
o the uncontroverted testimony at the trial that because of
he breach and the litigaton Mr. Deluke was unable to accept
.nd make use of $400,000 offered by Mr. Ambrose Benkert,
,f New York City, N. Y., in September, 1954. (Testimony of
vir. William T. Gales, of Washington, D. C., Tr. 301-305).
)ee, also, the testimony of Mr. Deluke and of Dr. William

. Rogers, of Phoenix, Arizona, Tr. 254-256, 263-265, 272.
At the time of the failure to perform by Deer Trail Mines,
VIr. Deluke had paid $15,000 under the Agreement, and he

:estified that he had put approximately $150,000 in the Rainbo
nine subsequent to the signing of the Agreement. We submit
:hat it was grossly inequitable to ignore the effect of the breach
md litigation upon Mr. Deluke and to penalize him by re1uiring that he become current in scheduled payments within
W days.

The court went far beyond the scope of the unlawful de'ainer action in ordering complete forfeiture under the Agreenent if Mr. Deluke did not make all accumulated payments
'J)ithin 30 days.
The unlawful detainer action brought by Deer Trail Mines
;ought only possession of the Greenhorn properties and dam1ges. The Agreement covered a number of properties besides
·he Greenhorn mining claims-400,000 shares of Rainbo stock,
1ssignment of a claim of $25,000, a lease of the Carisa mining
?roperties, and first chance to lease or purchase the V aldasia
)roperties.
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There was no testimony 1n the record indicating that
payments on the Carisa lease had not been kept up, and despite
the fact that having paid $15,000 Mr. Deluke had received
a transfer of approximately 50,000 shares of Rainbo stock and
had received an assignment from Deer Trail Mines of its
claim to $25,000 from Rainbo Gold Mines Corporation, the
trial court ordered that if Mr. Deluke did not pay all "back"
payments within 30 days "Deer Trail Mines shall be entitled
to forfeit in accordance with the terms of the agreement of
February 11, 1952, all rights which Louis C. Deluke was to
receive under and by virtue of the terms of said agreement."
The effect of this was to write a new forfeiture clause into
the Agreement, and to ignore the separability of its provisions j
relating to the Carisa lease and the Valdasia properties." The
court went far beyond the issues raised in the unlawful detainer
action, and without any justification whatsoever changed the
forfeiture provision of the agreement.
CONCLUSION
We respectfully submit that the district court committed
reversible error in refusing to grant either specific preformance
or damages to Mr. Deluke after finding that Deer Trail Mines
had failed to perform under the Agreement. It also was im·
proper, and reversible error, for the court to in effect rewrite
the Agreement and insert provisions not within the contempla·
tion of the parties. The judgment of the district court unjustly
penalized Mr. Deluke and burdened him with additional and
unfair obligations, although it was Deer Trail Mines and not
Mr. Deluke that was in default.
The judgment should be reversed and the case sent back
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to the district court to determine whether specific performance
or damages should be awarded to Mr. Deluke and to correct
other errors in the judgment.
Respectfully submitted.
MERRILL L. HERMANSEN
CLINTON D. VERNON.
Attorneys for Appellant
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